
FNG Fears.

It happened, finally. Haven't been so anxious in a long time despite how intense and dangerous
most the training exercises are. I was pretty nervous in all honesty, especially after submitting,
late mind you, a request for a specific squadron. But all the same I had to do some digging which
I couldn't do until after I'd submitted my Academy graduation papers. Despite that however, they
actually accepted my request. I suppose not overly surprising given there was already a decent
chance I'd have ended up there. So not only did I get confirmation of my immediate deployment,
but I also got accepted to be stationed in Sin Squadron. I had everything packed soon after I got
the message, even though the shuttle would take me to the Warrior wouldn't be here for a couple
days. Only down side is my relief was short lived, and replaced by even more nerves. I might
be near-human but the fact remains that I am NOT human. Worse still, it would look beyond
disgraceful to request a transfer immediately out of a squadron that I specifically requested
to be put in. So even if they are human supremacists I'll have no real choice but to simply deal
with that and hope I can stay as far below radar as possible. At the least, until a viable escape
should present itself. Worst case scenario, I'll simply have no cover and be responsible for
my own safety during bombing runs. Best case? I'll have a skilled squad making sure the only
worry I'll have is making sure I'm on-target. Either way, according to the sims I've run already,
I'm more than capable of using a bomber in the same role most pilots use a standard TIE, just
as efficiently, if not more so. Strangely enough, that might be due in part to the fact that the
bombers actually remind me of riding a bantha. Sluggish on handling, bulky, hard to stop once
they have momentum. Hits pretty damn hard, too. Looking through the armaments, I could even
set up a bomber just for a dog fight, with... startling efficiency. Here's hoping they appreciate a
decent bomber even if I'm not a human... that shuttle needs to hurry.


